Buyers Guide

Protective Team Shelters

Learn what makes Keeper Goals
team shelters better ...

Stronger Base

Made of 4” x 2”
steel for better
stability.

Stronger Arches

Made of 2” sch 40 pipe to
withstand heavier wind load and
prevent shelters from crushing.

Shelters Ship
Fully Assembled
No assembly
required - just
unload from truck.

Custom Options

www.keepergoals.com

Custom colors, sizes
and configurations
available. Ask us
how - 800-594-5126

We have hundreds of options for team shelters. We want to make sure you purchase

the shelter your school or club needs. Your answers to these 10 questions will help
determine which shelter is best for your situation.
1. How many people do you want to seat for the home team? Visiting team?
8' shelters seat 5 people
16' shelter seats 10
20' shelters seats 13

If you wish to seat more people, we suggest you do a combination of shelters. We will need to know the number
of shelter units you need to provide an accurate freight quote.Two examples of how freight cost is determined:
We can fit 1, 2 or 3 16' shelters on one truck. If more shelters are ordered we require another truck.
We can fit 2 20' shelters and 1 8' shelter on one truck. If more shelters are ordered we can require 		
another truck.
							

2. Are there any size restriction?

A. What is the back depth limit?
B. What is the width limit?
C. What is the height limit? (FYI -We assume people prefer 6'4” tall unless they request alternate 		
height.)
D. Are there any site lines we need to be aware of ?

		
					
3. What type of benches do you want?			

A. Do you have existing benches you’d like to use so you don’t have to purchase new benches?		
		
1. If yes, what size benches do you have?			
B. Would you like to order a new stand alone bench so it can be pulled out when the team does not want
to be covered? We offer a number of options for this type of bench:		
		
1. Aluminum bench without back			
		
2. Aluminum bench with back			
		
3. Wood bench			
		
4. Plastic coated expandable steel bench			
		
5. Aluminum bench with back and storage shelf			
			
a. Options 2 & 5 are by far the most common.			
		
b. All aluminum planks can be powder coated if desired.			
C. Would you like the bench built into the frame of the shelter? There are two options:			
		
1. Wood bench			
		
2. Aluminum bench with back.			
					

4. How often do you plan on moving the shelters? If you will move them how far will
they be moved, across what type of surface, where will they be stored when not in use?

Shelters can be permanent, semi-permanent or movable. Do you have a preference? 			
					
5. Do you want advertising or logo options on the shelters?		
Typically logo and advertising spaces go on the back of the shelters. However, we have done custom shelters
with logos or advertising on the front.

6. What type of surface will your shelters be placed on?			

(The answer to this question will determine what type of anchor we will provide for you.)			
A. Grass
			
B. Asphalt			
C. Gravel			
D. Concrete			
E. Artificial Turf			
					
7. What color do you want your shelters to be painted?			
Black, navy, royal blue, white, red, and forest green are all standard options.		
Custom colors are available if we can get a match in powder-coat color.			
If ordering aluminum benches, do you want the frame or plank to be any particular color?			
					

8. Do you have any wind load requirements your shelters should be designed to be able
to handle?			

We have found shelters used in some areas of the United States and Canada require stronger frames and
anchoring systems if they will be in high wind areas.			
A. Our #PPS model frames are designed to handle high winds without bending.			
B. The type of anchoring system we provide for you will be determinedd by the type of surface the 		
shelters will be installed on and which model of shelter you want.			
					
9. Do you need the shelters to be installed?		
Our shelters are shipped assembled. They only have to be unloaded, unwrapped and placed in desired location
and secured. Some specs specify having shelters installed. We are happy to quote a price to do this for you,
however, since our shelters are shipped pre-assembled this can often be done by those receiving the shelters
saving you money. 			
				

10. Any other requests?

We have custom request all the time on shelters. Please tell us what your needs are. Call us at 800-594-5126.

We would be happy to do a comparison of our product compared to any other companies. We think you will
find no one will come close to meeting our specification on base material and frame material.
View more pictures of Keeper Goals Team Shelters at;
http://www.keepergoals.com/products/shelters/heavy-duty_soccer_shelters_picture_gallery.html

Keeper Goals
12400 W. Silver Spring Dr.
Butler, WI 53007
800-594-5126
info@keepergoals.com
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